Zectas Volume V: The Sequestered Seminary Of Sawtorn
Synopsis

With the tragic death of Sharur and Laernea, Smoke ventured out to the continent of Sawtorn. There, he hopes to find a miracle. As the Brotherhood of Beggars informed him that a Thaumaturge may live there, in the form of the true Magietrois. However, Smoke's quest for his friends' resurrection is on constrained time. Duke Burmistrz of Centzo City plans to attack Verbrannt within a year's time.
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Customer Reviews

Love this series keep them comeing. At some point smoke might have his other selves ilad and Faux revealed it be super awesome and some not so awosme things to come of it tho ther way can't wait for the next one

Insanely confusing main character with a secretive nature that serves him significantly less than what being open would accomplish, his entire income and that of his family is based on his performance in the game being recorded. However, he totally disregards this and really only serves
to further complicate his life both in his real life and his in-game life. I'm kind of hoping that in the next book there will be some kind of realization scene where all his convoluted and unnecessary lies catch up with and smack him on the ass..and then he gets back to being awesome in the game and a little more honest.

One of the Better LitRPG series out there. This particular installment left something to be desired in the way of furthering the plot of the overreaching ark but was till a fun read. Will wait for the next book with a bated breath.

Nash is a good character, complete with human quirks. As others have said, his habit of using multiple fake identities doesn’t make sense given that his sorely-needed income is driven by his video revenue. Of course, I also don’t understand why Nash doesn't tell his employer about having multiple identities if he wants to keep this strategy, and then post videos from each of his aliases.Nevertheless, a fun read and I look forward to book 6.

I like the series though most of the time I do not belive smoke is using his earth moving ability to its best use. For instance building a super structure would be good for the videos. Also, he could earn money by building massive walls around player villages. In conclusion I belive Smoke could get a lot of benefites from using his earth creation ability.

Confused at what the MC is really trying to do here. He seems to have completely forgotten his goal for playing this game and allows his emotions to control him. He’s sitting on a gold mine with his alt character and even this one...

It was great the John Neat is getting more focused in his writing and everything is moving along at a good pace while keeping up with all the action.

This series has been nothing but pure gold. I hope that there will be several more and anyone who says otherwise can kiss where the sun don’t shine
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